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AMC Contracting: The Big Picture

Contracting
The Magnitude

$22 B
in Obligations
in 2001

Acq Center Strength = 2,400
Contract Payout

- Current System – Projected Retirement FY04
  - Mechanization of Contract Administration System (MOCAS)
    - Contracts Managed by Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) &/or Paid by Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS)
  - Industry Assistance with Contract Closeout
    - Submit –
      - Final Invoices/Vouchers
      - Patent/Royalty Reports
      - Proposals for Final Price Redetermination
      - Disposition of Government Property
- New Systems - Initial Deployment FY 03
  - Defense Procurement Payment System (DPPS) – Payment System
  - Defense Corporate Database (DCD) – Warehouse and Tracking System
    - Consolidates All DOD Contract Management and Payment
Past Performance

- Army Past Performance Information Management System (PPIMS) - Centralizes all Army Past Performance Data
  - Recent Upgrades --
    - Administrative Data Module
      - Top-Loads Contractor Data
      - Sets suspenses for Completion of Performance Assessment Reports (PARs)
    - Contractor Access Module
      - Automatically sends Completed PAR to Contractor
      - Enables Contractor review and comment via E-mail
  - Results - -
    - Increased Number of Performance Assessment Reports in PPMIS
    - Automated Contractor Review Process
AMART Update

- Partnership with US Bank (DOD Purchase Card Issuer)
  - Greatly expanded catalog of items available through on-line E-mail
  - Simplified invoice and payment process to vendors
- Potential to expand to services and NSN items at future date

ASFI changes to improve viewing of solicitations on the web.

- Common look and feel for all MSCs solicitations
- Improved organization of attachments and exhibits
- Allows for better integration with other paperless initiatives
AMC Solution Centers
A New Way of Thinking

◆ Purpose
 ◆ Foster creative use of innovative business strategies to maximize return on investment for all

◆ FY 01- Accomplishments
 ◆ Innovative Business Advocates and Advisory Experts at each MSC
 ◆ Electronic Library of Innovative Contracting Information
 ◆ “Solutions Snapshots” to capture innovative actions/strategies

◆ FY02-Planned
 ◆ Establish acquisition support excellence teams and integrate with the Solutions Center
 ◆ Maximize acquisition excellence as expert consultants to the program management community
 ◆ Continue emphasis on partnership and outcomes
AMC Contracting is the delivery agent for new technology for Army Transformation and for the recapitalization and sustainment for the Legacy Force.

We are Big Business with Big Challenges
Army Changing - AMC Changing - Business Processes Changing